Emergency Closure KS4
In the event that there is an emergency school closure, the following is appropriate work for
the Yr 11 and Yr10
Yr 11
www.mathswatch.co.uk/vle
Example of how to log in
Mrs E Clarke
Please not Capital letters for first and surname
Login:EClarke@adeyfield
Password:adeymaths
Work will be set by individual teachers but pupils may also complete their own revision by
tailoring which questions they attempt to the outcomes associated with their most recent
mock results.
This can be achieved by once logged in, on the top menu bar clicking onto videos.
Videos → Qualification: GCSE → Tier: Foundation or Higher → Search: type in topic
Edexcel past papers, 6 in total have already been uploaded to each pupils account to
attempt past papers.
Yr10
www.mathswatch.co.uk/vle
Example of how to log in
Mrs E Clarke
Please not Capital letters for first and surname
Login:EClarke@adeyfield
password:adeymaths
Work will be set by individual teachers but pupils may also complete their own revision by
tailoring which questions they attempt to the outcomes associated with their most recent test
results.
This can be achieved by once logged in, on the top menu bar clicking onto videos.
Videos → Qualification: GCSE → Tier: Foundation or Higher → Search: type in topic

Emergency Closure KS5
In the event that there is an emergency school closure, the following is appropriate work for
the Yr 12 and Yr 13 Mathematics A level Group.
Yr 12
All mixed exercises from Pure Year1 and Stats/Mech Year 1
There are also two review exercises, one of which has been done before.
There is also a practice paper at the end of the book.
Yr13
I will attach through classcharts all past papers and mark schemes
All mixed exercises from both years should be redone especially the exam questions in red.
Solution bank has worked examples of how to complete the questions.

